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Notes on drawings
The plans within this document have been prepared at 1:2500 scale, and reduced for publication. They are not to a recognised scale as reproduced here.
At this scale, plans are presented as functioning concepts, not as detailed
designs. North is always up the page on all diagrams.
Existing buildings are coloured light grey, and new buildings as dark grey. For
the phasing plans, only buildings that are new to that phase are coloured dark
grey, all other buildings are treated as ‘existing’.
Because of the scale of the drawings, simpliﬁcations are necessary. For example, blocks indicated as ‘new’ may well contain some existing buildings that
would be expected to be retained. All external space is light brown, whether
it is public or private.
Perspectives and computer generated walk-throughs have not been prepared
at this stage. When it is conﬁrmed that the project is to progress to the
implementation phase, graphics that communicate the ideas to a wider public
will be prepared.

Your invitation
From Councillor Hugh McCarthy
Cabinet Member for Planning,Wycombe District Council
This document sets out to show what High Wycombe could
look like in 30 years if we implement the vision that was published last year (2004).
The content of this document is to stimulate discussion. It should
not be taken as a ‘blue-print’. It clearly sets out our aspirations,
and shows one way that those aspirations can be achieved. There
are other ways that the same aspirations may be achieved.
As yet, these ideas are not backed up by a detailed implementation programme. That is the next stage. But before commissioning this work, I want to know your views on the ideas shown
here.
The ideas are ambitious. But if we don’t set our sights high, we
will be certain of only one thing – we will never achieve our
ambition. It is very easy to ﬁnd reasons why these ideas won’t
work. We all need to work together to ﬁnd solutions to make
this a reality, for our future generations.
Achieving these aims will take a lot of resources – time, effort,
money and, most importantly, commitment. There will be difﬁcult decisions to make along the way. Some of these decisions
will cause short term disruption to the way things are at the
moment. But, unless we take the present opportunities that the
town has available, we risk living a repetition of the mistakes

Continued over

of the past. By taking careful strategic decisions, we can reap
dividends in the long term by having a town that is a good place
to live and work in, and to visit, stimulating the economy, and
providing residents with high environmental quality.
This document contains a host of ideas on the future direction
of High Wycombe. It draws on the many ideas put forward at
various public workshops on the Masterplan. I need to know
what you think, and what better ideas you may have. I welcome
your ideas, criticisms, improvements and comments. You may
wish to attend the public workshop on the evening of 27th September. Phone Carol Courcha on 01494 421277 or email carol.
courcha@wycombe.gov.uk for further details and to book your
place.
If you have speciﬁc concerns and would like to discuss this
further, please contact Stella Eglinton on 01494 421158 or email
stella.eglinton@wycombe.gov.uk
So that we can take your views into account, please send them
to Michael Knott, Planning Policy Team, Wycombe District Council, Queen Victoria Road, High Wycombe HP11 2BB. The deadline for comments is 4th November 2005. You may ﬁnd it useful
to use the feedback form at the back of document. You can also
reply by e-mail if you prefer: michael.knott@wycombe.gov.uk
I believe that this gives us a way to transform and restore High
Wycombe as a place of distinction. If, following this period of
consultation, I can see that people that live and work here share
these ambitions for the town, then we will move into the stage
of the project of preparing detailed costings and implementation
programmes.
I sincerely hope you will be able to give the project your support,
and look forward to sharing with you more detailed programmes
in due course.
Yours

Hugh McCarthy
Cabinet Member for Planning, Wycombe District Council

Section 1
Introduction

Introduction
This document sets out an indicative framework for the future
development of High Wycombe, building on the Vision for High
Wycombe that was published last autumn (2004) as the ﬁrst
stage of the High Wycombe Town Masterplan.
What is the High Wycombe Town Masterplan?
The word ‘masterplan’ can mean many different things to different people. We are using the masterplan project to shape the
future of High Wycombe. In the modern planning jargon you
might see the masterplan as a ‘spatial strategy’ that structures
the future development of the town. In 2004, David Lock Associates prepared a Masterplan Vision for the town – a vision of
what the town could be like in 30 years time.
The Masterplan Vision concentrated on those parts of the town
that are likely to undergo considerable change through development. This includes the town centre, the Hughenden area from
the railway line to Hughenden Park, and the Desborough area,
including the Desborough Road, Green Street and the West
Wycombe Road, which, with the advent of the new shopping
development in the town (now known as Eden), will be on the
edge of the town centre and thus likely to face greater pressure
for change.
With all the potential development in the town, it is important
that the town has a view as to how all the development can
work together to create a better quality place. Without this, the
town will be the subject of a number of developments, but they
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Area for the Masterplan Vision
Area highlighted as the focus for the Vision:
Green indicates existing planning permissions.
Red indicates those sites coming forward in
the next 5 years.
Purple indicates the town centre
Pink indicates the Desborough area.

will not add up to more than the sum of their parts, and will not
help the town to fulﬁl the potential provided by its natural setting
and its regional location.
The masterplan needs to be understood to be looking beyond immediate land uses, to provide a structure for the town for the long
term. The High Street was planned in the 1200’s, and still serves us
well today. Abbey Way and Arch Way, by contrast, were planned in
the 1960’s, and more recently, but have not stood the test of time.
We need to plan so that the changes we make over the next 30
years serve the town well for 100 years or more.
What did the Vision say?
It set out a clear direction for the town. First it established 6 objectives to guide the town’s strategic direction.
• To transform the perceptions of the town by transforming the
physical quality of the place in a way that is sustainable in the long
term, moving the town towards being a sustainable community.
• To give the town a clear spatial structure for future growth and
change that positively exploits existing axes of activity.
• To rebalance travel priorities so that walking, cycling or catching a
bus or train become convenient, attractive and safe choices
• To build high quality connected places of mixed uses that are human and sociable in scale and use, as well as economically viable
• To use the natural environmental, historic and cultural assets of
the town as catalysts for wider and deeper regeneration
• To ensure that long term strategic beneﬁts are gained from
present day development pressures.

High Wycombe Vision
Plan showing the location of each of the 10
themes of the Vision

These objectives were then translated into what that meant ‘on the
ground’, and 10 themes were identiﬁed:
1. Rediscovery of the River Wye
2. Integrated Town Centre
3. New Places and Spaces
4. Reinvestment in the Historic Core
5. A Cultural Focus at the Swan
6. Easton Quarter
7. Dovecot/Bellﬁeld Road Development
8. Regeneration of the Desborough Area
9. University Campus and ‘spine road’
10.Hillside Setting
The synopsis of the vision is shown in the box opposite.
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Summary of the synopsis of the High Wycombe Vision
“So what is our vision for High Wycombe in 30 years time? ...
“The extensive changes currently
envisaged present an unprecedented
opportunity to raise the quality of the
town by rediscovering the River Wye
through the town centre at the core
of a reconnection of the town with its
Chiltern landscape.

“Recognising that the town centre
should be a people place leads to
a comprehensive reappraisal of the
transport networks in the town and
the relationship of the town centre
to surrounding resident and working
communities. ...

“The building of the M40 to bypass
the town shifted access to the town
centre to Marlow Hill. This meant
that the traditional axis of the town
along the bottom of the valley
diminished in importance. A new axis
running opposite to the original has
assumed greater importance.

“Once it is accepted that the shopping, leisure and entertainment,
education and cultural facilities that
are the lifeblood of the town centre
and adjoining neighbourhoods are
dependent on people as pedestrians,
and that people walking need to be
given precedence, the whole ambience
of the town can be transformed. ...

“Around the M40 junction, the
Cressex Gateway could transform the
image of the ‘hidden town’ from a few
dispersed, large scale developments
today to a high quality destination.
“The opposite end of the axis would
be dominated by the University Campus nestling in the Hughenden Valley
and a redeveloped railway station on
the Amersham Hill.
“At the core, where the rejuvenated
axis and the new axis meet would be
a rejuvenated town centre; the heart
of a substantially expanded town
that will become the key sub-regional
centre for South Buckinghamshire,
and a highly successful retail, leisure
and business centre for that.
“The key to success is a recognition
that the massive road system in the
town centre simply encourages the
through movement of trafﬁc and artiﬁcially constrains the development of
the town centre and its ability to serve
the needs of its growing population.

development of small scale businesses
allied to the creation of new live-work
buildings and a range of new residential developments close to the town
centre.
“In the town centre, new focuses for
employment in ofﬁce and mixed use
buildings should be created in the
Easton Street Quarter, adjoining a
redeveloped railway station.
“A new gallery could be established
near to the Swan to reinforce a cultural
identity for the town, using the Theatre
as its focus.
“Transformation of the area would
be ensured by reorganisation of the
trafﬁc in the area which would see the
reopening of the Queen Victoria Road
as a two way street, but with much
improved pedestrian crossing facilities,
especially at the junction with High
Street.

“The removal of Abbey Way would be
facilitated by a new street for through
trafﬁc to be created to the south of
the Town Centre Redevelopment site
connecting Oxford Road in the west
and Marlow Hill in the east, allied to
computer controlled trafﬁc lights. ...
“The removal of Abbey Way and Arch
Way would allow the Oxford Road
Roundabout to be transformed into a
new town square – Oxford Place – integrating the town centre redevelopment with the existing town centre.

“The ‘backyards’ between the Swan
and the High Street could be transformed into lanes of interesting shops
and places while in front of the Swan,
redevelopment of the ﬁre station and
adjacent sites could link the Theatre to
a new square. ...

“Key to the development of the
Hughenden Quarter will be a green
corridor extending the park into the
town centre, including a new ‘spine
road’ for the campus parallel to the
A4128, without which the scale of
expansion could not easily be accommodated; it will remain a backland
site in a residential area. ...

“The junction of Marlow Hill with
Abbey Way, so complex for trafﬁc and
hostile for pedestrians that it is known
locally as the ‘magic roundabout’ could
be created through rationalisation of
the road network. The square would be
a popular people place, particularly on
sunny days, brings the qualities of the
Rye into the heart of the town.”

“Part of the regeneration of the
Desborough area should be led by the
3

The vision was prepared with input from the public via a number
of workshops. These clearly established what the general aspirations are for the town.
Central to the vision is reconnecting High Wycombe with the
Chilterns landscape within which it sits, visually and physically.
One of the town’s key assets is the ‘chalk stream’ of the River
Wye – a habitat that is rare within the British Isles. It naturally
brings a strong sense of place. Uncovering this river is thus central to bringing back a sense of place to High Wycombe.
The Wye is at present culverted under the Abbey Way ﬂyover.
Returning the river to the town is therefore dependent on ﬁnding alternative routes for through trafﬁc.
What has happened since the Vision was published?
First, work has been progressing on developing the spatial structure for the town. Critical to this is ﬁnding alternatives for
through trafﬁc. As anyone who knows High Wycombe at rush
hour will know, this is an important issue! Early results from
trafﬁc modelling indicate that the matter is worth pursuing, but
there is a great deal of further work to be done, and it is by no
means a foregone conclusion.
Scenes from public workshops

In the mean time we need to explore how the town can beneﬁt
from redesigning our through trafﬁc routes. Understanding just
how radically the town can improve provides a strong incentive to struggle to ﬁnd solutions to the inevitable problems that
will be need to be resolved in order to achieve the transformed
town.
Second, the provision of a new University Campus in the Hughenden Quarter on the Compair site will no longer form part
of the overall vision. BCUC has, reluctantly, concluded that the
project cannot stand up ﬁnancially. BCUC remains committed,
however to consolidating onto a single campus in High Wycombe, and are looking to expand in areas around their existing
campus.
Third, study work has been undertaken with regard to the M40
corridor, which represents a further area of considerable potential for change within High Wycombe. It is now seen that the
area of the ‘original’ masterplan, and the area of the M40 study,
are two parts of the same whole.
4

We can therefore see the town having four main areas of change:
1 The Town Centre
2 Hughenden Quarter, from the railway to Hughenden Park
3 The Desborough Area, including Desborough Road, Green
Street and West Wycombe Road
4 M40 Corridor
Areas 1, 2 & 3 are covered in this document, Area 4 is covered in
a further document.
Containing all these areas is the whole hillside landscape setting
of the town. This is a further area for action, but will need to be
based on many small but interrelated interventions. This is being
taken forward as part of the ‘Trees for Wycombe’ project that is
in the initial planning stages. This needs to be seen as an integral
5th part of the town wide improvement strategy.
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What is this second stage all about?
The vision raised our sights about what High Wycombe could
achieve. This second stage – Re-shaping High Wycombe – shapes
what that vision might look like on the ground. This is the foundation for a detailed implementation study, which is stage three
of the project. It is helpful to think of it in terms of making a
suit. The vision helped to select the pattern, this stage is about
choosing the cloth. But we have not yet cut the cloth, or chosen
the stitching – all that is to come.
The ideas on shaping the masterplan vision are presented by area
– Town Centre, Hughenden, and the Desborough Area. For each
area there are a series of drawings showing how, in plan form,
the areas might change. Each section closes with a collection of
core principles about what is to be achieved.
It is important to stress that the drawings in this report do not
show ‘THE’ way, but ‘A’ way of bringing the spatial vision into
reality. By setting out our ambitions, we can then ﬁnd if there
are better ways of achieving those ambitions than is shown here.
What is important, however, is to look back to the objectives of
the vision, and forward to the principles set out at the end of
each section, and ﬁnd ways together to uncover the best solutions that deliver our shared ambitions.
How and when will all the changes take place?
Some parts of the plan should be implemented within the next
5-10 years. Other parts are likely to take longer. Time scales
are indicated against the drawings. Some parts depend on other
things happening ﬁrst, some parts can be implemented independently. We will always be looking for opportunities to bring implementation forward for those parts which seem further away, to
realise the vision sooner.
Clearly, many things will change over the next 30 years that cannot be anticipated here – climate change is just one example.
In implementing this masterplan, we must take our obligations
to sustainable development seriously, in line with the Council’s
environmental policy. This document shows the environmental
quality that High Wycombe could achieve and provides focus for
our endeavour in an inevitably changing world.
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Town Centre
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Town Centre
What did the vision say about the town centre?
The vision identiﬁed that the town has huge assets, but they are
submerged beneath a range of problems.
For example, the High Street is a very attractive historic environment, but most people passing through the town by car have no
idea that such an attractive environment could exist – they only
see the ‘back-side’ of the town centre, such as the service areas
on Abbey Way.
Another example is that the long-awaited redevelopment of the
town centre – Eden – is not as well integrated with the existing
town centre as would be hoped because of the divisive effect of
Abbey Way.
A further example is the River Wye – much more could be made
of it where it is above ground, and most of the time in the town
centre it is buried under Abbey Way.
Each issue seemed to come back to the negative impact that
Abbey Way, and also its sister road Arch Way, were having on
the potential performance of the town. But these are signiﬁcant
pieces of infrastructure in the town, and changing them will not
be easy. It would also be necessary to be realistic about the
volume of through trafﬁc that the town needs to accommodate.
How could the town be certain that the costs of change would
be worth it when compared to the potential beneﬁts?
7

Through Trafﬁc - High Street in the
1940s
Its important to remember that through
trafﬁc is one of the main reasons for High
Wycombe existing. It was a main stop on
the London to Oxford coaching route. As
with so many places, the present day volume
of through trafﬁc is more the original town
infrastructure can cope with, and the new
infrastructure designed to resolve the
problem has had unintended consequences
on the functioning of the town. It was only in
the 1990’s that the High Street was closed to
general through trafﬁc. That step could be
regarded as the ﬁrst essential step of making
High Wycombe a better place, on which the
masterplan can build.

Part of the analysis undertaken to inform the vision was about
pedestrian ‘permeability’ – the ease with which pedestrians can
move through an environment. This is important not only for
the convenience of those who use the town but research has
shown it is directly linked to the economic health of places.
The location of ‘magnet uses’ – such as department stores – is
important in generating movement patterns. But computerbased ‘space syntax’ research has shown that the physical form
of a town – the geometry of the streets and the ease with which
pedestrians can move about – is more important than the location of magnets in generating footfall. This is given the term
the ‘movement economy’. The way that people can move has a
direct impact on the economy of the town.
The research shows that one of the critical factors in developing
a strong movement economy is the extent of the town centre
that is accessible within two turns from the main street. Streets
beyond two turns are regarded as ‘too peripheral’, even if physically very close.
This method of analysis was used in developing the vision, not
only to identify the strengths and weakness of the present urban
structure, but to help to quantify those effects. It graphically
demonstrated how divisive the dual carriageways are on the
functioning of the town.
For example, using the ‘two turn test’, it was found that in 1938
about 10km of streets were accessible from the High Street.
However, after the introduction of Abbey Way and Arch Way the
movement economy had shrunk to about 6km.

Areas of High Wycombe easily accessible on foot from the High Street

What the analysis also showed was that, in addition to the High
Street, there was a second area of strong accessibility based
around Desborough Road and Desborough Avenue.

Left hand plan based on 1938 OS plan, giving
about 10km of accessible space
Right hand plan from 2004 OS plan, giving
about 6km of accessible space.
On both drawings the approximate lines of
Abbey Way and Arch Way are shown for reference (black pecked line).
These plans show that the town did not historically have strong links westwards – originally marshland. However, they also show
that the advent of both Abbey Way and Arch
Way have completely removed any potential
for the town centre to ‘naturally’ extended in
that direction. Please note, the railway is not
shown on these drawings
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If these two areas could be connected, it would be likely to signiﬁcantly beneﬁt the economy of the town as a whole.
The town centre redevelopment (Eden), has a signiﬁcant role to
play in this reconnection, but more important is the divisive role
of Abbey Way. Thus, critical to delivering the Vision that was published at the end of 2004 is the re-routing of the elevated section
of Abbey Way and also Arch Way, creating a new ‘street’ in the
town centre for through trafﬁc.
The vision research investigated what alternatives existed for
dealing with through trafﬁc. The topography, greenbelt and Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty make the provision of a by-pass
very difﬁcult, and there are issues surrounding the use of the
A4010 through Cressex. Burying through trafﬁc was also not
a serious contender because of the costs and the aquifer. We
therefore have to ﬁnd ways to accommodate trafﬁc passing
through our urban area in ways that do not compromise the
qualities of our environment.
High Wycombe is not alone in facing these kind of problems.
Towns and cities across Europe are beginning to realise their
potential environmental quality, creating people friendly places.
As other towns in the region address these issues, the need for
High Wycombe to do so becomes more pressing, in order to
regain a competitive advantage.

Town centre accessibility
The red areas are those with highest accessibility, grading through yellow and green to
blue and purple, which are the least accessible.
It shows how there are two ‘cores’ of accessibility – the High Street and the Desborough
Road area. Striving to make good connections
between these two areas could signiﬁcantly
beneﬁt the economy of both areas, and the
town as a whole
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What has been done to see if the vision is only a pipe
dream?

Walking?
It is a question of getting the right balance
between the car and the pedestrian

Initial trafﬁc modelling has been carried out, which indicates that
the idea is perhaps not as unachievable as it might at ﬁrst appear. The model runs do not result in trafﬁc melt down as one
might have expected – although they present plenty of challenges
which need to be resolved.
This initial work indicates that it is worth pursuing the project,
but it is important to understand it is by no means a certainty.
Wycombe District and Buckinghamshire County Councils are
jointly funding a new computer-based trafﬁc model. This will
take time to put together, but will allow us to robustly test
future structures and ﬁnd creative ways to get capacity out of
the road system. Technical reports on the initial trafﬁc modelling
and options in relation to potential road lines are available on
request.
One way of getting more capacity is through a system of trafﬁc
management called ‘Urban Trafﬁc Control’ (UTC). The County
are committed to delivering this in High Wycombe. In simple
terms, it is a means by which signals at junctions are computerised and linked, so that trafﬁc ﬂow can be managed proactively
based on real time information.
Do we want to move the problem around, or try to solve
it?
This is important in High Wycombe because we do not want to
replace the dual carriageways that now divide our town centre, with other dual carriageways a little further out that divide
our residential areas from the town centre. Dual carriageways
are not pedestrian friendly. They encourage trafﬁc to travel at
speeds that are not compatible with a town centre environment.
And, most of all, they are dangerous and difﬁcult to cross.

Pedestrians Prohibited
Town Centres should be about environments
designed for pedestrians, not to exclude them.
But, as this photo shows, even if a place is designed to exclude pedestrians, they will still go
there if it is convenient for them. This photo
is not from High Wycombe – but there are
plenty of similar examples in the town centre

They do, however, create capacity. Within the town centre their
primary capacity function is that of stacking capacity at the major
junctions at peak times. All the trafﬁc piles into the town centre, and at Oxford Road Roundabout and the Marlow Hill ‘magic
roundabout’, it all comes to a stop, while it waits for its turn
through these bottlenecks.
That is where the computerised system called UTC helps. It
10

will allow trafﬁc to be controlled through the urban area, holding queues at outer trafﬁc lights, rather than all the trafﬁc clogging up the key bottlenecks. It also allows trafﬁc signals in close
proximity to be linked, so that trafﬁc can ﬂow more smoothly.
Where this has been implemented in other towns such as Bath
and Southampton, it allows the trafﬁc to ﬂow more freely, releases capacity, and, importantly, the drivers do not feel they are sitting in ‘endless’ trafﬁc jams, but making steady progress through
the town.
The advantages associated with the use of UTC, particularly in
terms of the additional capacity created, means it may be possible to remove a dual carriageway without the need for ‘like for
like’ replacement. Building new streets – not roads – provides
environments that encourage trafﬁc to travel at speeds that are
suitable to a town centre, and at which pedestrians are much
safer and feel safer.
This means that instead of excluding pedestrians from the main
through routes as now, pedestrians can be welcomed within
the positive places created. The new streets can be lined with
buildings that have front entrances and windows overlooking
the street. Unlike roads designed only for the car, which divide places, streets designed for trafﬁc and also for pedestrians
connect – they act like a ‘zip’ within the town, joining different
neighbourhoods together.
However, UTC will not solve all the trafﬁc problems. Congestion
is set to grow over the next 30 years. Even if we had no plans to
transform the town centre, and the trafﬁc infrastructure stayed
as it is, congestion will increase if we continue to use our cars as
we do now.
We need to take action alongside maximising the capacity of
our road space to encourage people to travel by more sustainable methods – to walk or cycle, to take the bus, and park and
ride. One thing is certain – if we do not address our apparently
unquenchable appetite for taking journeys by car, we will ﬁnd
it very difﬁcult to reshape High Wycombe as envisaged in this
document.
The computer modelling technique used to assess pedestrian
movement that was used at the vision stage to understand the
impact of the road system on our town, will need to be used in
the implementation stages to make sure that the new connec11

Trafﬁc and people can mix
Kensington High Street takes a considerable
volume of trafﬁc - but it is also one of the best
shopping streets in London.

tions that can be forged by relocating the trafﬁc are on the best
alignment for pedestrian movement.

Urban Sitting Room
What better way to spend a sunny afternoon?
We can create more places like this in High
Wycombe

So that is the philosophy. But what will the town look like without Arch Way and Abbey Way? Where will the new streets go
that are needed to replace them? And what can we do with the
town centre as a result?
What will the town look like in 30 years?
Illustrative and aspirational drawings have been made to show
how the changes might be brought about. The changes are
shown as a series of phases, building up a picture of how the
town might be in 30 years.

Urban green spaces
Add immeasurable environmental quality and
economic value - we can turn this oasis into a
new useable urban space

River Wye
We can make the river central to the town’s
identity once again

What are the basic ideas behind the plan?
The overall aspirations that we understand people have for their
town might be summarised as:
• A pedestrian friendly place
• Lots of green space
• A through trafﬁc system that works
• Public transport to link the station with the new bus station
… and…
• The river – please!
These have guided the plans shown here.

A Stream Street
Its not all about the Wye - even small water
courses can revolutionise environmental quality - The Hughenden Stream also has a role
to play - Frogmoor could look like this in 30
years time
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Potential Phases
The location plan below shows:
•

the present day layout of the western part of the town centre

•

the areas covered by the ‘phases’ shown on pages 17, 18 & 19

•

a few key road and place names to provide orientation

West Wycombe Road
Arch Way

Frogmoor
Oxford Road
Roundabout

Phase 6

Phase 4

Church

High Street

Phase 1
Gas
Works

Abbey
Way

Phase 5
BCUC

Swan
Theatre

Phase 2

Hospital
© Crown Copyright.
All rights reserved.
Wycombe District Council.
Licence LA 086207 2004.

Phase 3
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Marlow Hill
(Magic) Roundabout

Phase One – ‘Eden’
0-5 years

The ﬁrst stage of regenerating High Wycombe is to establish a sub-regional
shopping attraction that will transform the image of the town. The town cen-





tre redevelopment, now called Eden, provides this. It will be open by spring



2008.



Eden will provide a new bus station on Bridge Street,  with a new Marks
and Spencer next door, with a multi-screen cinema above , and a new Li-







brary . There is a street of shops with bowling on upper levels  running
down to a House of Fraser  on the Desborough Road. From there a street
wraps round the back of Tesco  which remains in place, with a new mall
made out of the existing bus station , connecting into the Octagon .

Phase Two – Accommodating Trafﬁc
0-5/10 years

What is our ambition?
To accommodate through trafﬁc in place of the Abbey Way ﬂyover, as part of a
coherent town centre with streets that connect and do not divide
New
M&S

What do we need to do?
 Establish a link road on the Gas Works / BCUC site so that Queen AlexTesco

andra Road and Desborough Road can form the through trafﬁc route. The
link road needs to be located before the change in levels becomes too great,
and without taking up too much of the BCUC campus. The ‘obvious’ line is to
go diagonally across the gas works – if your objective is trafﬁc speed, which is
not the aim in the town centre, and it also wipes out all its development value.

 Widen Queen Alexandra Road and Desborough Road to ensure we have
generous pavements and turning lanes as needed. Consideration also needs
to be given to the provision of bus priority.

 Increase capacity in Bridge Street (shown here by a bus-only lane linking
the new Bus Station to Desborough Road). An alternative might be to open
up Westbourne Street to through trafﬁc – but this would require through
trafﬁc to go along in front of some of the shops in Desborough Road, which
could have a negative effect on their trade.

What can we achieve?
See Phases 3, 4, 5 & 6!
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Phase Three – Reclaiming the Marlow Hill Gyratory

0 – 5/10 years

What is our ambition?
Create a ‘new’ greenspace and riverside setting, deﬁned by land-mark buildings.

What do we need to do?
 Relocate the Multi-Racial Centre (at present under Abbey Way)
 Relocate the uses along the Swan Frontage – Royal British Legion, Fire Sta-


BCUC



Swan



tion and Liberal Club

 Change the junction layout to a ‘T’ junction from the present gyratory

Abbey School

What can we achieve?
 Reclaim the existing greenspace ‘trapped’ in the middle of the gyratory
as part of the town’s open space network, and extend this greenspace to the
riverside

 Allow for new development – that the University may be able to take as
part of their enlarged campus – which could act as a catalyst to stimulate an
Arts and Culture focus around the Swan

 Start to form a new urban square to the north of BCUC, which can provide bus interchange facilities close to the heart of the town, complementing
the new Bus Station to the west, and Railway Station to the east.

Phase Four – Transforming the Oxford Road Roundabout

0 – 5/10 years

What is our ambition?
To create an attractive urban greenspace within the town centre

What do we need to do?
 Re-route Archway trafﬁc to Bellﬁeld Road
 Create capacity at the tunnel under the railway at Bellﬁeld Road, by either



building a second tunnel (very expensive), or building a gyratory system to
use existing railway arches

Chiltern
Centre

New M&S

 Re-locate Sainsbury’s supermarket within the site to provide the gyratory.
What can we achieve?
 Create a new green urban space instead of the Oxford Road Roundabout,
connecting Frogmoor to Eden.

 New houses on the old line of Archway, so that people live in the heart of
the town, and plan for a linear market here linked to Frogmoor.

 Enlarge the Octagon Parade building over the space left after Abbey Way
is removed, to provide enclosure to the new urban green space
15


Tesco



Phase Five – Connected Town
10 – 20 years

What is our ambition?
New
M&S

Chiltern
Centre




For the River Wye to run through the town centre, and for the existing ‘old’
town to connect to Eden creating a whole town Centre.

What do we need to do?
 Reconﬁgure the Octagon Shopping Centre
 Remove the access ramps to the north part of Newlands car park by



BCUC

relocating the ramps, or the parking

 Enlarge the service areas on Desborough Road to replace the present
vehicular roof-top servicing of Octagon, using upper level trolley bridge links

What can we achieve?
 Open up the River Wye, linking Bridge Street to the Swan Frontage.
 Directly connect White Hart Street and Denmark Street to open up the
town’s ‘movement economy’ – the economic value added to a town by ease
of pedestrian movement.

 Cast off the image of the 1970’s artiﬁcially lit malls of the Octagon, which
will no longer be constrained by the road overhead, creating a range of open
and covered streets

 Complete the urban square started in phase 3.

Phase Six – Reconﬁguring Bellﬁeld Rd
20 – 25 years

What is our ambition?



To create a green urban place at the entrance to the town, and


New
M&S

reinstate the River Wye

What do we need to do?
 Realign Bellﬁeld Road to form a cross-roads with Bridge Street including
reconﬁguring buildings and development sites, and recreating a ‘bridge’ for Bridge
street.

What would we achieve?
 A green urban place at the entry to the town centre
 Reinstatement of the River Wye, from Westbourne Street to the Bridge
Street junction
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Additional Projects
The six phases on pages 17, 18 & 19 are all interconnected. But there are other projects in the town centre that complete the picture which can happen independently of one another.
The location plan below shows the present day layout of the eastern part of the town centre where these additional
projects are located and a few key road and place names to provide orientation

Project 5

Church

Railway
Station

Project 1

Project 5

High Street

Abbey Way
BCUC

Swan
Theatre

Project 2
Queen
Victoria
Road

Memorial
Garden

Project 4
Easton Street

Project 3

Abbey Way
(East)

Pan Mill

The
Rye

Project 5

© Crown Copyright.
All rights reserved.
Wycombe District Council.
Licence LA 086207 2004.
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Project 1: Railway Station
0 – 5 years

Our ambition is: to create a top quality station environment that acts as a positive gateway to and transport interchange for the town.
We need to: work with Chiltern Railway, the Strategic Rail Authority and other
parties, using CPO powers as appropriate, to bring this development forward
as quickly as possible
We will achieve: a new station and transport interchange and pedestrian station square: a new ‘gateway’ into town

Project 2: Queen Victoria Road
0 – 5/10 years

Our ambition is: to see Queen Victoria Road and Easton Street returned to
two-way working.
We need to: work with Buckinghamshire County Council, the transport
authority, in delivering this change.
We will achieve: safer roads with slower trafﬁc that is more pedestrian friendly.

Project 3: Abbey Way East
5 – 15 years

Our ambition is: to allow the River Wye to be reconnected between the Jack
Scruton Memorial Garden and Pann Mill, and create an new urban green
space out of the area in front of the Law Courts.
We need to: explore the extent to which the dual carriageway can be down
graded once other trafﬁc measures are in place, using some of the road space
for the River, and possibly bus priority.
We will achieve: a fully connected river, and a stronger green link from Marlow
Place to The Rye, removing the pedestrian underpass.

Project 4: Easton Street
10 – 20 years

Our ambition is: to see much higher density development to the rear of the
existing street, for a range of mixed uses.
We need to: await development opportunities, including that of the BT building.
We will achieve: maximum use of land adjacent to the railway station

Project 5: The ‘unloved’ towers
0 – 5/10/20 years

Our ambition is: to remove the towers of the Hospital, Sword House and
Thame House
We need to: work with owners when redevelopment opportunities are identiﬁed to achieve high density low rise alternatives
We will achieve: a townscape more compatible with the valley formation
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Ideagrams to explain some underlying thinking

1 Activity Patterns
The Church, with the Little Market House and Guildhall, marks the centre
of the town. We can see 3 mutually supportive activity areas interlocking at this point. To the west ‘shopping and leisure’; to the east ‘living and
working’; and to the south ‘arts and culture’, underpinning the other two.
These should not be seen as ‘exclusive’ uses. Retail will still have an important role in the High Street – but are multiples, as at present, the best
way to make use of this unique historic asset? Should we strive for a more
Activity Patterns

‘up market’ use of the High Street, stimulated by arts and theatre? Does
that mean that the Market needs to change, or move to Frogmoor and
Old Archway?

2 Underlying Structure
We need to undo the present ‘problem’ of High Street and White Hart
Street appearing to ‘go nowhere’ as they terminate at the Abbey Way
ﬂyover. This route needs to visually and physically continue to Eden, to
connect ‘old’ and ‘new’ town. This central spine (solid line) is reinforced by
parallel routes (dashed lines). Oxford Road extends via Castle Street to
Railway Station. Desborough Road can extend through to Queen Victoria
Road as a bus route. A pedestrian lane (pecked line) between the High
Street and Swan can extend through the new University Square to Eden.

Underlying Structure

These East-West routes provide the dominant grain, with cross-valley links
creating an effective permeable network of streets and paths.

3 Building Heights
The Church must remain as the dominant building in the ‘old’ town. To
maintain this, new development needs to be 2-3 storey as a rule of thumb
(blue). The ‘new’ town will not jeopardise the Church’s dominance, so, to
make better use of our town centre land, 4-6 storeys can be the rule of
thumb (red). This retains a human scale compatible with the small town
history of High Wycombe. A similar rule of thumb can be used around the
Railway Station, to make good use of sustainable location.
Building Heights
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4 Pedestrian Network
This is one of the key drivers behind the restructuring of the town. It is
important to see the whole town as a pedestrian environment – some
parts of the town will be only pedestrian (solid), some will be mixed with
buses and limited hours service vehicles (dashed), some will be mixed with
general trafﬁc (pecked) – but design for the pedestrian is essential everywhere
Pedestrian Network

5 Through Trafﬁc
The issue at the top of the list of concerns of most people is that of
through trafﬁc. Where will it go? This is the route being explored, but it
is by no means conﬁrmed. Trafﬁc modelling is being undertaken, and may
lead to changes needing to be made to this route. There are other issues
to be addressed as well, such as access to the hospital. The route looks
awkward, but the number of junctions is comparable to those at the magic
roundabout when you realise that each mini-roundabout is a junction in its
Through Trafﬁc

own right

6 Gateways
When travelling into the town, it is important to be ‘told’ – through the
form of the buildings and the landscape – that you have ‘arrived’ at the
town centre. At each of the ‘A’ roads into the town, there are opportunities for clear ‘gateways’. From the west, and from Hughenden, a new urban
space at Bellﬁeld Road will fulﬁl that role. From the east we might rebuild
Pan Mill and reshape the space outside the Law Courts to mark the
gateway. From, the south, the redevelopment of Marlow Place presents an
Gateways

opportunity, along with the Staples corner. From the north, the Railway
Station fulﬁls a dual role, acting as a gateway from the Amersham Hill, as
well as for rail travellers.
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7 Servicing
It is all very well creating a town that is a good place to be – but it still has
to function at a mundane work-a-day level. This diagram shows how servicing can be achieved, as at present, via a mix of front and rear servicing,
with some trolley routes. Streets open to general trafﬁc are shown solid.
Streets likely to have limited hours servicing are dashed. Trolley routes
(some at upper levels using bridge links) are pecked. Service yards are
shown as circles.
Servicing

8 Public Transport Circulation
This shows a potential town centre public transport circuit. It shows
three interchanges (circles): the Railway to the east; the new Bus Station
to the west; and a new interchange to the south, using on street stops at
the new urban square. This is close to the location of the existing bus
station and the heart of the town centre. The circuit could be used by
buses or by less intrusive vehicles if they become cost effective in the future. There are many questions to be addressed – is a one way bus route
Public Transport Circulation

the best solution? Should it be two way? Should it take buses out of the
narrow Church Street altogether? How much are bus priority measures
needed? Would it be operationally feasible? All these and many other questions need to be considered.

9 River and Urban Green Spaces
Underpinning it all is the achievement of reinstating the River Wye, with
a series of ﬁve new urban green spaces linked by an urban greenway. The
river will be a combination of naturalised banks and tight canals as it ﬁnds
its way through the town. The Hughenden Stream has a role to play too,
entering the town down Frogmoor and joining the Wye near the former
Newland Bridge at the heart of the town.
River and Green Space
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Underlying Key Principles for the Town Centre
All the ideas on how to change the town can be summed up by
the following key principles:
1. Reclaiming the Chilterns Chalk Streams and Landscape
Open up the River Wye through the town centre, bringing in
the Chilterns landscape along its route with an urban greenway
linking a series of large green urban spaces. Rediscover the
Hughenden Stream and celebrate its conﬂuence with the Wye
in the heart of the town.
2. People Place
Create an environment which is friendly to pedestrians (including wheelchair users), including walking, sitting, talking, watching… Buildings will have a positive relationship with the streets
and spaces adjacent to them. There will be direct ground ﬂoor
interaction and active uses on ground and upper ﬂoors offering natural surveillance to the spaces, and a building form and
rhythm so that their appearance is made compatible with the
human scale.
3. Coherent Network
Allow for continuous pedestrian movement within and beyond
the town centre, in a network that is coherent, convenient and
safe, that is also designed to accommodate considerable volumes of through trafﬁc on key routes, with effective provision
for public transport.
4. Valley Form
Use the valley to give the dominant grain in the new urban
structure, with continuous east-west lines of movement linked
by secondary routes across the valley.
5. Town Centre Gateways
The edge of the town centre is to be clearly marked by the
form of the building and landscape, creating a clear gateway on
entering and leaving the town.
6. Building Heights
Within the historic core the Church Tower must remain the
dominant land mark with buildings remaining 2-3 storey. Within
the new town, and around the station, a 4-6 storey norm can be
set, always within the context of the site as well as overall legibility of the town in its valley setting.
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Hughenden Quarter
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HIGH WYCOMBE SOUTH - M40 CORRIDOR VISION

Hughenden Quarter
This area is made up of three main sites. The De La Rue site is
at the northern end, abutting the Hughenden Park. Compair
is the largest site in the centre. Both these sites are currently
available for redevelopment. The third site is that of Morrison’s
to the south. This site is not currently available, but it is likely
to become available at some time over the 30 year life of the
masterplan
What did the Masterplan Vision see for this quarter?
The Vision saw the Hughenden Quarter becoming the University
Quarter. It stated that:
“Resolution requires a fundamental reappraisal of the structure
for the Hughenden Corridor Development. Two aspects are
central to this:
• Creation of a new watercourse to mirror the Hughenden
Stream as a structuring element of the University Campus and
a mediating element to houses on the eastern boundary of
the site.
• A new spine road created as the main access routes on the
western edge of the site, intended eventually to link Hughenden Road at the south end of Hughenden Park with Bellﬁeld Road to the south west of Morrison’s, but capable of
incremental construction. Eventually this would become the
main approach to the town from the north west.”
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A diagram of the key components of
the University Campus development
from the Vision

Since the publication of the Vision, BCUC has announced that it
is no longer pursuing plans to relocate its campus to the Compair site, but looking to consolidate on their existing town centre
campus.
Although this is a signiﬁcant change, it does not change the structural requirements of this part of town. There is still a necessity
to transform the large ‘backland’ sites of Compair and De La Rue
into sites with positive frontage to create value. The land uses
within the vision may change, but the overall structural requirements remain.
What might happen in the future?
At a public workshop developing ideas for the masterplan in
July 2005 it was suggested that this might be a good site for the
leisure centre, rather than locating it at Handy Cross. Whatever
the uses, what is clear is that the Compair site, and to an extent
the more northerly De La Rue, are prime sites easily accessible
to the town centre, and thus we must make careful and good use
of the land asset that is now available.
What are the basic ideas?
The development sites are ‘land-locked’ as backland. Value can
be added to these sites by giving them frontage. In addition,
the Hughenden Road is heavily congested, and the Hughenden
Stream forgotten along an unattractive footpath.
In the present adopted Local Plan to 2011, there is a road line
shown between Hughenden Avenue and Bellﬁeld Road along
the backs of the Hughenden Road properties, next to the Hughenden Stream, to provide relief to the Hughenden Road. At the
time that this was planned, there was no realistic prospect of
providing a road through the Compair and De La Rue sites.
The basic idea is to ‘move’ this road to the other side – the west
side – of the valley, away from the backs of existing houses and
the Stream, creating a new avenue into the town centre, and
frontage for the development sites.
Alongside this is the need to improve the Stream-side environment and the public footpath, extending the waterside environment to the north to Hughenden Park.
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Potential Phases

Hughenden
Road

Hughenden Park

The location plan shows

Coates Lane

•

The present day layout of the
Hughenden Quarter

Allotments

•

The areas covered by the ‘phases’
shown on pages 32 & 33

•

A few key road and place names,
referred to in the text

De La Rue
Site

Lisle Rd
Ind Est

Hughenden Avenue

Phase 2

Hamilton
Road
Compair Site

Phase 1

Bellﬁeld Road

Morrison’s
Central Park
Business Centre

Sainsbury’s

© Crown Copyright.
All rights reserved.
Wycombe District Council.
Licence LA 086207 2004.

Phase 3
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Phase One – Hughenden Park Avenue
0-5/10 years

What is our ambition?



To establish a robust backbone for the Hughenden district




What do we need to do?
 Consider the pros and cons of extending Hamilton Road
 Relocate Kingdom Hall and Jewson’s
 Retain buildings of merit, perhaps for community use
 Change the means of access to Central Park Business Centre and the Lisle
Road Industrial Estate



What can we achieve?
 A new avenue – ‘Hughenden Park Avenue’ – providing access to the town
centre, giving ‘frontage’ to the backland industrial sites, thus increasing its
value, prestige and ﬂexibility of future use, with strong landscape planting

 A strong landscape structure with an off-road pedestrian and cycle route
with open spaces along the Hughenden Stream

 Signiﬁcant new development – ‘Business in the park’?
 Redeﬁne the retained factory building as a focus for the new avenue

Phase Two – Hughenden Crescent
0 – 5/10 years

What is our ambition?
To provide a complimentary and attractive setting for Hughenden Park and
for the town, when entering or leaving the urban area.

See drawing on page 33

What do we need to do?
 Investigate which is the best way to connect Hughenden Park Avenue with

showing achievements

Hughenden Road – to create a new crescent using the allotments (as shown
here); to take it through the fringes of the park, or to avoid both by widening
Coates Lane to take the additional trafﬁc.

 Consider the alignment of Coates Lane, to remove the existing dangerous
double bend, so making access safer

 Investigate the former stream on the De La Rue site and potential of
reinstating it, or creating an artiﬁcial water body related to sustainable urban
drainage along the line of the footpath
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Phase Two continued
What can we achieve?
 Hughenden Crescent as an attractive setting to the park, complementing



Hughenden Manor at the top of the Hill

 Complete the northern part of Hughenden Park Avenue with substantial
structural landscape linking the Park to the town centre

 Complete the off-road footpath and cycle way with a possible new waterbody to feed the Hughenden Stream



 Relief to the Hughenden Road, with potential for bus priority

 

Phase Three – Finishing the job!
10 – 20/30 years



What is our ambition?
To complete the remodelling of this part of town





What do we need to do?
 Await for Morrison’s to need to redevelop their site.



What can we achieve?
 Completion of Hughenden Park Avenue.
 Rediscovery of the Hughenden Stream, diverting it to ﬂow along the pedestrian desire line from Hughenden Park to the town centre, so that it runs
through Frogmoor to join the Wye

 A new green space in place of the present dual carriageway
 The possibility of new crescents to replace the Central Park Business
Centre, depending on the balance between employment and housing needed
at that time.
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Putting it all together
This plan shows how the Hughenden
Quarter could look in 30 years time
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Ideagrams to explain some underlying thinking
1 Activity Pattern
Activities are likely to change in nature as they progress from the town

Activity Patterns

centre out to the park. At the southern end the quarter fulﬁls an ‘edge of
centre’ role (blue). This gives way to the opportunity for a core business
use (red) – ‘business in the park’. Towards the park, as the scale of the
grain of the development decreases, residential is likely to become the
main use, (green) but mixed uses are appropriate throughout the area.

2 Movement
Through trafﬁc takes the route of the new Avenue (solid line). This gives

Movement

the opportunity for bus priority measures along the Hughenden Road,
(dashed line) which will have much reduced trafﬁc volume, and serve a
‘local’ function. If Hamilton Road is extended, the ﬁrst part of Hughenden
Avenue could become bus priority too. Between the vehicular routes of
the new Avenue and the existing Hughenden Road is the opportunity for
an off-road pedestrian and cycle route (pecked line) making use of the
existing public footpath in part, from the town centre to Hughenden Park.
This will follow the route of the Hughenden Stream for much of its length.

3 Building Heights
Because the area is in the valley bottom, access to the town centre is

Building Heights

relatively easy compared with much of High Wycombe. We need to make
sure that we are using this land to its full potential. At the same time, we
need to respect the existing context, and the overall scale of the town as a
whole. Higher buildings of 4-6 storey, which are likely to have bigger footprints, will be close to the town centre (blue). The main development area
is seen as 3-4 storey (red), with 2-3 storey where development directly
abuts existing dwellings (green).

4 Chilterns Landscape
This development presents a real opportunity to bring the Chilterns landscape and that of the Hughenden Park into the heart of the town. Structural landscape planting along the line of the new Avenue and where there
are signiﬁcant changes in level will compliment the greenway along the
chalk stream, where a number of open spaces are anticipated. This gives a
strong linear structure to the area, and emphasises the form of the valley
in which the development areas lies.
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Chilterns Landscape

Underlying key principles for the Hughenden Quarter
All the ideas on how to transform the Hughenden Quarter can be
summed up by the following key principles:
1. Chilterns Landscape
Use signiﬁcant structural landscape along the embankment on
the western side of the site and along the new avenue to emphasise the North-South valley form as well as planting in the
river corridor and greenway.
2. Greenway
To create an off-road foot and cycle path, enhancing the existing
footpath linking the town centre to the Hughenden Park and
Chilterns countryside.
3. Chalk Stream
Enhance the existing course of the Hughenden Stream where it
is publicly accessible with a green way and areas of open space.
When the opportunity to deculvert is presented, re-routing into
the town centre would deliver considerable economic, social
and environmental beneﬁts.
4. Hughenden Park Avenue
Design and establish a new avenue in to the town centre that
is compatible with the park and valley environment, to provide
frontage to the development sites, complemented by trafﬁc
management to give bus priority on Hughenden Road
5. Positive outdoor realm
All of the existing and new streets and paths must provide an
environment that is friendly for pedestrians. Buildings will have
a positive relationship with the streets and spaces adjacent to
them, with active uses with direct ground ﬂoor interaction and
active uses on the upper ﬂoors, offering natural surveillance to
the spaces, and a building form and rhythm so that their appearance is made compatible with the human scale.
6. Urban Structure and Form
A basic structure is provided by the existing and new routes,
with the North-South routes being dominant over those EastWest. This provides for larger blocks, with taller buildings (4-6
storey) in the south, reducing to smaller blocks of 3-4 storey
buildings in the north.
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Desborough
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HIGH WYCOMBE SOUTH - M40 CORRIDOR VISION

Desborough Area
This part of the masterplan area is unlike the other two. There are
no large sites awaiting development as in the Hughenden Quarter,
and there are no large ‘gains’ to be won from reworking infrastructure as in the Town Centre.
What did the Masterplan Vision see for this area?
The vision identiﬁed the grid of streets as an important quality of
the area. It described the River Wye and the streets that run parallel to it as the backbone of the area, linking the area to the town
centre.
Across the grain are routes that integrate the area with its surroundings. These north-south links have different levels of importance and different characters. One of the characteristics of the
grid is how it becomes distorted around the Green Street area, to
create a fascinating tangle of intimate street spaces.
Where the east-west and north-south streets cross, there is an
opportunity for key junctions to assume a much greater signiﬁcance as a new pattern of special accessible places. The points
where streets cross the river need to be celebrated, with the river
as a green and blue ribbon through the area, with public access and
development that orientates towards the river, rather than turning
its back.
Within the area the residential use is interspersed with a rhythm
of other uses There is retail at Desborough Road and Bridge Street
and throughout the area there are a range of different employment
areas offering different opportunities.
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The vision identiﬁed six themes to
guide the future strategy for the area:
1. It is a place in its own right with a
clear identity, but is an integral part
of the town, not separated from it.
2. It has a vibrant seed-bed economy
and a wide range of housing accommodation that meets needs
locally and across the town.
3. It has potential for attractive
riverside environments with public
walkways passing through existing
and new open spaces, linking from
the town centre to the countryside
4. It is important to value the legacy
of the industrial past of the area
and seek, wherever possible, to
convert old buildings to new uses.
5. The energy and imagination of local
people should be engaged to the
beneﬁt of local residents and traders
6. There needs to be a proactive
Council role in assembling land
to reduce the risk of speculative
piecemeal change to ensure the
long-term social, environmental and
economic well-being of the area.

The vision also identiﬁed the need to reinforce the ‘community
heart’ at Green Street, and for the need for a signiﬁcant area of
open space.
What has happened since the vision?
Structure of the Desborough Area
Diagram from the Masterplan Vision showing the
structure of the Desborough Area provided by the
river, the street network, and the land uses

Energy has been focused upon working with the County Council and the local community to secure community uses on the
former Green Street School Site.
Now that it would seem that this is secured, attention can be
turned to the long term future of the area.
Our ambitions for this area are thus much less well formed than
for the Town Centre or the Hughenden Quarter.

OS extract showing the main areas
within the Desborough Area

 Desborough Road Area
 Green Street Area
 Dashwood Avenue Area
 Desborough Recreation Ground Area
 Chapel Lane Area
 West Wycombe Road

The many identities of the ‘Desborough Area’.
What is often referred to as ‘the Desborough Area’ is, in fact,
made up of a number of distinct neighbourhoods, each with its
own character and identity.
Six areas can be identiﬁed as shown on the plan below. Of the
six areas, indicative layouts have been prepared for only two of
them, which are shown on the town centre plan on page 19.
These areas have been considered in relation to their location
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next to the town centre. But the whole of the Desborough Area
needs a piecemeal, not comprehensive solution, that will take
shape gradually over the next 10-20 years. Whereas the ambitions for the town centre and Hughenden Quarter can be quite
clearly identiﬁed they are less clear cut for Desborough. This section thus presents as many questions as answers.

Area 1: Desborough Road Area
0-25 years

Adjacent to the town centre is the Desborough Road area.
Desborough Road itself has a range of useful independent shops.
Between the road and the river is a collection of low density
employment uses. It is this ‘block’, from Bridge Street to Desborough Avenue, that will be most effected by the forthcoming town
centre redevelopment, known as Eden. Instead of being adjacent
to an area of unattractive surface parking, it will lie next to the
heart of the retail area of the town. This will lead to the nature
of the land in this part of town being seen differently by a whole
range of people.
What should our ambition be?
It has been suggested that the aim should be to establish an ‘urban village’ in
this edge of town location - is this the right ambition?

What do we need to do?
To engage with local stakeholders and explore what the best strategy for the
area that meets both local and town wide needs. The plan can then be put into
effect once everyone is aware of the potential changes and implication on their
present situation.

What do we want to achieve?
 We believe there is consensus on establishing a riverside walk.
 There is also a proposal to establish a multi-storey car-park in this area to
serve the expanded town centre, taking advantage of the edge of town location.

 The plan shows an urban square to stimulate regeneration - is this the right
approach? What land uses would be best to stimulate the local shops? Would
existing businesses be able to stay or would they need to relocate? All these
questions, and more, need to be explored

 There is the potential for a direct visual and physical connection – perhaps
pedestrian only – to the town centre in the long term if the student housing
is relocated – would this be beneﬁcial in helping the area connect with the
town’s ‘movement economy’?
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Area 2: Green Street Area
0 - 20/25 years

The next ‘block’ over, lying between Desborough Avenue and
Oakridge Road is the Green Street Area, with the former Green
Street School at its centre. This is an area of intimate streets and
Victorian terraced housing. It houses the town’s main Mosque,
and also retains some of the town’s best, remaining, industrial
heritage. It is an area that does not have sufﬁcient open space to
meet the needs of the existing residents, or potential new residents as part of any regeneration programme.
What should our ambition be?
The retention of Green Street school in community related uses is seen as
an opportunity to establish a clear ‘community heart’ in this area - is this the
right ambition?

What do we need to do?
As with the Desborough Road Area, we need to engage with local stakeholders and explore what the best strategy is for the area that meets both local
and town wide needs. The plan can then be put into effect once everyone is
aware of the potential changes and implication on their present situation.

What do we want to achieve?
 There would seem to be consensus, and the opportunity now to achieve,
community uses on the former Green Street School site, retaining the existing
Edwardian school building, with scope for a new community hall with some



enabling housing development



 Likewise, there would seem to be consensus on the riverside walk.
 The area needs more open space – but is this the right area for it? If more
people will be moving into the area, how much open space will be needed?






What functions will it need to fulﬁl? Is this an opportunity to establish a signiﬁcant new park within the town?

 The health centre could be relocated next to Green Street School to
reinforce the community centre – would this work ﬁnancially?

 This area is shown as housing. The parking would be relocated to the new



multi-storey at Baker Street. Does this serve the local needs? Also, Desborough Avenue has an important role to play in integrating the Desborough
Area into the town as a whole - is residential the best use here, or are there
other uses that would be more beneﬁcial?

 There is potential for the industrial heritage to be retained by conversion
of the factory buildings to mixed uses – a ‘mini-masterplan’ for this area is
needed
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Areas 3, 4 & 5:
Dashwood Avenue, Desborough
Recreation Ground and Chapel Lane
0-20/25 years

From the Green Street area to Desborough Recreation Ground
is an area of streets laid out on a regular grid, with housing interspersed with industrial buildings. Like Green Street, the houses
are largely Victorian terraces. However, this part of Desborough
has a much more regular street pattern. Beyond the Desborough
Recreation Ground is another area of employment uses, before
reaching the West Wycombe Park.
Beyond the continuation of the riverside linear park, what should
our ambitions be for this area? What do we want to achieve?

Area 6: West Wycombe Road
0-20/25 years

Another area geographically close, but very different again in
character is the West Wycombe Road, a long deliberate vista
laid out in the eighteenth century, but not developed for housing
much before 1900. Is the ambition to make more of the vista of
this road the right one? Would this result in development opportunities? What sort of redevelopment – if any – is seen as appropriate? Should the plan focus on planting rather than, or as well
as, redevelopment?
Future Potential
This is not an area for which projects with a single strategic
purpose are appropriate. Development is likely to take place in a
piecemeal fashion. Work needs to be undertaken with residents
and businesses in the area, working with the District and County
Councils and other agencies, to identify their shared ‘ambitions’
for the area.
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Key Questions for the Desborough Area
Instead of concluding with a set of principles, as with the Town
Centre and the Hughenden Quarter, it is more appropriate here
to conclude with a set of questions, from which principles can be
derived following future work, engaging with local residents and
businesses.
1 The River and potential Linear Park
The idea of public access along the river has huge potential
for the area as a whole – what sort of linear park environment are we seeking to create along the river?
2 Open Space
The area needs a substantial new area of open space – what
facilities does it need to provide and where should it be located?
3 Key Routes and Junctions
The area is criss-crossed with roads along and across the
valley, including an important bus route. Which are the key
routes and junctions?
4 Reinforcing existing character and quality
The potential for development is enormous, but how can this
change be used to reinforced the existing unique qualities of
the different neighbourhoods?
5 Connecting to the town centre
Proximity to the town centre should help stimulate the area’s
economy. What lessons can we learn about the movement
economy in planning for better connections?
6 Community Heart
Can the new use of Green Street School for community purposes act as a catalyst for the location or relocation of community facilities close by to give a clear community heart?
7 Industrial Heritage
How can we secure the industrial heritage that is scattered
throughout the area?
8 West Wycombe Road Vista
How can more be made of the West Wycombe Road vista? Is
there potential for considered re-development to an agreed
code?
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Re-shaping High Wycombe
Stage Two Consultation Feedback
- Developing a Masterplan for High Wycombe
21 July 2005

Session 1 - Identifying the Issues
Main Issues:

Use green infrastructure to open up the River Wye and create green corridors. Provide various pedestrian
crossings over the river to ensure it does not become a barrier to physical cross movement
Easier access to the town centre from the periphery of the town through public transport infrastructure
particularly east to west trams.
Encourage town centre continuity, creating a living town centre by day and night by providing places of
entertainment with streets lined with attractions and a more comprehensive Arts quarter.
Encourage business/commercial development.
Establish a network of green and urban open spaces with the opportunity to connect them using attractive
pedestrian walkways.
Loss of Abbey Way/Archway allows people to move across whole town centre.
Minibus link between Railway and Bus stations possibly creating a dedicated route softened with landscaping.
Ability for transiting trafﬁc to avoid new enlarged town centre.
If the college expands, which way will the expansion take place and what potential is left?
Explore possible beneﬁts of an additional station in the area of Bellﬁeld/Dovecot car park.
Access from old town to new vital.

Session 1 - Evolving Themes
Green
Walking around
Transport System
Vitality

Session 2 - Site Proposals
Group A - Hughenden Valley

Close proximity to Town Centre makes it an ideal site for
regeneration
Due to size requirements and terraced site, it’s been decided not
to move the existing Sports Centre from the M40 location to the
Compair Site
Unique leisure facilities required in this area (bowling / ice skating),
plus employment, open space and Fobney Street (Reading) type
building
Open up Hughenden Stream
Propose new road system of one ways (north-south) roads and
two-way (east-west) roads
Maximise terraced character with appropriate landscaping

Session 2 - Site Proposals
Group B - Easton Street Quarter

Possible extension and enlargement of Railway Station
Introduction of new “Station Square” in front of station (currently no
sense of arrival)
Maximising listed building (Brunel’s Engine Shed) as proposed
Heritage Centre with related restaurants, etc.
Proposal for a hotel in close proximity to station, to exploit tourist
element - absorb slope of site as feature of the building
Multi Storey Car Park Strategy proposed: i) re-use of Easton
Street MSCP to introduce bistros and affordable housing element
close to station, ii) up the size of Duke Street CP and Railway
Place CP as parking for railway users (issues regarding Railway
Place location being earmarked for housing)
Improve access to the area by developing junction at Unity church,
with improved road to back of site to Station Square
Better pedestrian links from new Station Square to Park and Mill
(south of Abbey Way)

Session 2 - Site Proposals
Group C - Historical Core of Town (old town)

Area with important traditional (heritage) characteristics e.g. High
Street, etc to be retained - reclaim the High Street (and declutter)
and promote high quality shops more consistent with quality of the
street
Key development opportunities: Telephone Exchange (proposed
hotel & restaurants) & Post Ofﬁce (for small craft shops (lower
rents/incubator shops)
Arts & Culture focus around The Swan (incorporating Liberal
Club & Fire Station - relocate Museum to this location - reclaiming
existing museum site for park like activities with possible eatery
& interpretation facilities for children. Present library building
lent itself to becoming an art gallery without too much change
- need for youth activities with emphasis on multi-cultural/ tourist
information centre in this location
Proposal to take traditional market out of High Street into a
covered Market located at the back of Woolworths up to Castle
Street for arts & craft market on alternative days
Develop new rear access into Easton Street Car Park (station
side). This could result in a possible increase in the capacity of
the car park and also offers the opportunity to re-knit the built
frontage along Easton Street

Session 2 - Site Proposals
Group D - University Quarter

Extend boundaries of University to cover Gas Works Site, Fire
Station & British Legion Club sites
Provide accommodation on site along edge of the street mirroring
the four storey blocks on other side (as part of Eden Project)
Higher levels areas (at corner of Gas Works site) could be
earmarked for possible leisure facilities for students
Art Centre and related activities / uses proposed to Theatre end of
site with possible rooftop restaurant
Existing library to be retained in public ownership as public facility
- possible museum
Area around Abbey Way could be reclaimed and turned into nice
public park with mature planting utilised
Note about campus buildings at Brook Street and possible re-think
of the area proposed

Session 2 - Site Proposals

Group E - Dovecot & Bellﬁeld Road

Opportunities for additional station on western edge of town
(possible tram station in addition to station)
Sainsbury’s application area - additional parking and residential
elements proposed
Opening up of the river Wye and maximising opportunity of open
space north of what is Oxford Road at the moment
Proposal for new tramway to go up Hughenden Valley as part
of infrastructure improvement of this area and then also coming
down through Frogmore to town centre
Opportunity to create transitional (green space) pockets along a
proposed linear open space along the (currently culverted) run of
the river Wye along Abbey Way - reinforced by various crossings
over the new opened up river course

Session 2 - Site Proposals
Group F - Desborough Road Area

Laissez-faire approach to area to be safeguarded - so no radical
changes proposed
Retain the existing mix of housing and provide more business
units in the area
Need for gradual improvement to building stock
Link to town centre through a ribbon of small (unusual) shops to
safeguard character of the area around Desborough Road and
Green Street
Beneﬁts of close proximity of small shops to current University
activities at Brook Street
Very little green space in area - scope to create more during
gradual renewal process
Strong need to engage with local population to establish their
needs

Session 2 - Site Proposals
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